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1).  10-09-2018 Letter from Vice President

1.1).  Envelope

1.2).  Mail Fraud

1.3).  Sending Address
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1.4).  Letter confirming breach and violation of federal law
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1.5).  UNION BANK OFFICER Gilbert Romero

1.6).  A Member of MUFG, a global financial group 

1.7).  Previous notice has been given
Previous notice has been given

UNION BANK - ATTN CEO - Stephen Cummings

Union Bank attention - Directors

UNION BANK - FTB false claim 2018_10_05_15_36_50

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/union-bank-attn-ceo-stephen-cummings1.pdf
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/union-bank-attention-directors4.pdf
https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/10/union-bank-ftb-false-claim-2018_10_05_15_36_50.pdf
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1.8).  Evidence of conspriacy – IRS Audit, Conspiring with California 

Franchise
✓Summary – IRS Audit, Conspiring with California Franchise Tax Board
✓ Franchise Tax Board, California dba: Califrnia Govt Operations Agcy

1.9).  Previous and current NOTICE Union Bank

Notice to agent is notice to principal; Notice to principal is notice to agent.

MUFG AMERICAS HOLDINGS CORPORATION and MUFG UNION BANK, N.A. 
aja/dba Unknown, foreign entity, fiduciary, bailee, any and all derivatives, appellations, 
identifiers, numbers and their combinations, letters and their combinations, abbreviations, idem 
sonans and/or all other legal, financial and managerial forms and formats of any nature, shape, 
cause and kind, and any and all variations and combinations thereof, any and all corporate, 
military, commercial, civil, political, social, ecclesiastical and other entities of any nature, shape, 
cause, kind, form and format, and any and all variations and combinations thereof, any and all 
creations and liabilities by, of, through and from of any nature, shape, cause, kind, form and 
format, and any and all variations and combinations thereof, any and all instrumentalities of any 
nature, shape, cause kind, form and format, and any and all variations and combinations thereof, 
any and all capacities, characters, conditions, status, standings, jurisdictions, venues and law 
forms of any nature, shape, cause, 

 
UNION BANK LEGAL PROCESSING REFERENCE NUMBER: M1502373

Attention:  To whom it may concern: 

https://scannedretina.com/2018/08/19/summary-irs-audit-conspiring-with-california-franchise-tax-board/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/06/28/franchise-tax-board-california-dba-califrnia-govt-operations-agcy/
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TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:

In the matter of:  Protected: UBM1502373

Please notify the principals of the possible criminal intent of acts of fraud being 
perpetrated against UNION BANK ACCOUNT HOLDER Arnold Beryl Rosner.  

A lack of an appropriate response by October, 26, 2018 will place UNION BANK in a 
position of admitting the allegations are true and correct as stated within the related documents 
distributed in all forms of transmission.  

In the matter of:  Protected: UBM1502373
 

UNION BANK is required to respond by October 26, 2018, by the end of the business 
day.  Your response will establish the basis on which this matter will be further disposed.

                                                                                                    
A non-response or a late response will be considered as admission of the criminal 

intent as stated.

https://scannedretina.com/2018/10/12/ubm1502373/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/10/12/ubm1502373/
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2).  Arnie Rosner - An Apparent Victim of ID theft and fraud?
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Arnie Rosner
8905 Rhine River Avenue
Fountain Valley, California [92708-5607]
714-964-4056

October 14, 2018

Regarding what appears to be the deliberate intent of UNION BANK to 
commit a series of criminal acts 

My Dear Mr. Romero,

Thank you for your courtesy in documenting our recent conversation in 
response to my series of notices and complaints, offered in good faith, through 
various channels provided by UNION BANK.  I also may take you up on your 
offer to provide you an additional opportunity to review this matter in greater 
detail in the very near future. 

With no expertise in matters of the law, I can only render my opinions 
regarding the circumstances I am observing.  

Just as an 82 year old senior…and an American sovereign, even from my 
uneducated perspective, and just as a reasonable man, the process in which 
UNION BANK is threatening to impose…would seem to be a separate criminal 
act perpetrated, in this case, exclusively by UNION BANK.  

The criminal fraud of the FTB has already been properly documented and 
publicly noticed.  So the encouragement by ALL UNION BANK staff, 
including in your letter, to which I am responding, Mr. Romero, intending to 
encourage me to contact the FTB would constitute a criminal act in itself.  

As, Adolfo, your own member of the Legal Process department admitted, 
such a contact is standard practice in such matters where the ignorance of the 
victim is exploited.  It is well known by experienced people in these matters 
where such a contact initiated by the victim could be construed to become a 
hidden contract.  A adhesion contract, I believe it is called, which could be used 
by the criminal enterprise to make additional false and misleading claims.  
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So, Mr. Romero, on that basis alone — your repeated efforts to convince me 
to contact the agency operating in dishonor, reveals to me… the complicity of 
UNION BANK and the possible conspiracy along with the rest of the criminal 
abuses, to which I will provide more details — further along in this matter— to 
give false recognition to the criminal enterprise functioning in dishonor.  

     
Now I have repeatedly provided, the BANK, in good faith, a means by which 

this matter may be easily and fairly resolved.  However — UNION BANK 
continues to operate in denial and leaves me with the impression that the agents 
employed by this internationally controlled enterprise, with whom I have 
interfaced, are operating with unclean hands.

So permit me to take this one last opportunity to express this caution, Mr. 
Romero — This response strongly urges UNION BANK to reconsider 
implementing the actions described in your letter.  

I repeat for clarity — I strongly urge UNION BANK and all individuals 
related to participating in what I must conclude is the aiding and abetting in 
these pending acts of fraud — to proceed with extreme caution.  

Once the line has been crossed and UNION BANK disburses the current 
funds on hold, funds — placed in the care of UNION BANK, for safe keeping 
— As I see the matter — UNION BANK becomes part of the conspiracy to 
commit fraud. 

Most Cordially,

Arnie Beryl Rosner
A sovereign American, A Californian  And a State National.
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My authority is vested in me by my creator and confirmed by Mr. Donald J. 
Trump.

  ***GLOBAL NOTICE*** Highest Administrative Authority in America 
Recognizes “We the People,” are Sovereign!

https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
https://scannedretina.com/2017/09/23/global-notice-highest-administrative-authority-in-america-recognizes-we-the-people-are-sovereign/
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